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Detachable V belts
STL

-  SP compatible SuperTLink belts offer the same 
performance as original SP belts but with a many 
additional benefits.

-  A longer lasting V shaped belt. 
SuperTLink detachable V belts are made from 
a polyester/polyurethane composite. This 
combination ensures a longer belt life even in the 
harshest conditions — up to 20 times longer in 
some applications. 
• High resistance to extreme temperatures (-40° 
to +100°C) 
• High resistance to abrasive materials 
•  High resistance to water, steam, oil and most chemicals

-  Quick and easy mounting 
The link style construction means that belts can be fitted easily and quickly even on difficult to 
access drives. Belts can be joined around the shafts without dismantling the drive.

-  Can be assembled to any length, reduces the number of belts in stock. 
With SuperTLink detachable V belts, there is no need to hold stocks of every belt length. Make to 
length on site simply by adding or removing links.

-  Minimal maintenance – “Fit and Forget” 
High quality materials ensure that the belt displays minimal stretch even over long periods. 
Almost no re-tensioning required.

-  Reduced belt vibration and noise  
The link design means that these belts 
can reduce transmitted vibration and belt 
noise by up to 50%.

 Part number
 Type Length
 of section (mm)

Price each
1 to 4

Available to suit SPA, 
SPB and SPZ pulleys

Typical applications

STL-SPZ SPZ 1000 4 97,56 F
STL-SPA SPA 1000 4 97,56 F
STL-SPB SPB 1000 4 108,06 F

Stock*

Depending on avaibility - Dimensions in mm

DISCOUNTS
Qty 1+ 5+ 10+ 15+ 20+

Disc. List -5% -10% -15% On request

Quick 
assembly



Our other products

M0

Worm, Machined
plastic (delrin)

TC1rp

Automatic tightener
for chains, With 180°
guide

CHT90

3 phase AC
asynchronous motor,
1.1 to 1.85kW

F7-SN

Multifunction display,
Articulated support

CLB_M

Clamping lever -
female, Zamak

EM

Magnetic label,
Flexible magnet

712_026

Knob for gripping,
Mushroom

AK

Bellows coupling
Gerwah®, from 36 to
800Nm

EAR

Bearing - accessories,
Self locking locknut -
nylon lock washer

RFVbr

Stainless steel
gearbox - accessories,
Reaction arm

T10_30_AL

Synchronous pulley,
Economy range - T10
aluminium

PWDL_PWGDL25

Worm - precision
range, Peek

Complementary products

PTP

Detachable V belts,
For ZAB pulleys
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